
PRODUCT INFORMATION

GLEIT-µ® SF 611
Universal Rust Remover

Examples of Use

 » Loosening of burnt or seized screw connections
 » Thin film lubrication of machine parts (e.g.   

 bicycle chains, springs, locks, hinges) and measuring 
instruments
 » Moisture displacement on controllers, plugs, 

distributors
 » cleaning machine elements and preserving them at 

the same time

Product description

GLEIT-µ® SF 611 is a universal quick rust remover 
that is based on a specially selected combination 
of base oils with a matching additive package. 
GLEIT-µ® SF 611 has exceptional rust 
dissolving and cleaning properties, lubricates 
well and also acts as a preservative.

Applications

The main area of use of GLEIT-µ® SF 611 is for loosening 
seized or burned connections, such as screws or 
bolts. GLEIT-µ® SF 611 is also suitable for lubricating 
machine elements that require a thin lubricating 
film, that must be protected against corrosion or 
for which surface moisture must be displaced.

Product use

GLEIT-µ® SF 611 is available in bulk and in a 400 
ml spray can. The spray-can application is quite 
simple. The connection to be loosened or the 
area to be lubricated, cleaned, and preserved is 
simply wetted by spraying on GLEIT-µ® SF 611. 
The bulk goods can be applied by spraying, but 
also by dipping (for small parts) or brushing. 

For connections that need to be loosened, you 

Product features

 » the rust remover
 » extreme creepage capacity
 » very high loosening power for 

corroded and burnt connections, such as 
screws
 » good lubricant
 » protects well against corrosion
 » repels moisture

should wait for a while after application in order 
to achieve a high degree of penetration into the 
connection. When used as a cleaning agent, we 
recommend wiping the area to be cleaned with 
a fibre-free cloth shortly after spraying.

Instructions for use

 » Wait a while after use to ensure that the product 
takes maximum effect.
 » When using as a cleaning agent, wipe the area to be 

cleaned immediately with a fibre-free 
cloth or brush with a brush.
 » Repeat the application as necessary, if the desired 

result has not occurred after the first treatment.
 » Do not spray on hot components during use.
 » Perform a compatibility test before using it on 

plastics or elastomers.
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GLEIT-µ® and boltcoat® are registered trademarks of Wessely GmbH.

The measured values reflect our present state of knowledge. The values are average values and may vary according to the usual manufacturer’s 
instructions. We reserve the right for changes in technical development. Due to various fields of applications the product information can only give 
examples of possible applications. Therefore it is not possible to make warranty and liability claims for damages. Prior to use we recommend to 
perform tests.

GLEIT-µ® SF 611
Universal Rust Remover

Product characteristics

Characteristic Test methodology Result Unit

Appearance on delivery visual beige/brown

Appearance after application visual clear/beige

Thickness DIN 51757 approx. 0,9 g/cm³

Flame point DIN EN 57 >61 °C

Operating temperature range -40 to +80 °C

Corrosion Protection 
Characteristics

DIN50017 14 cycles

Shelf life 12 months from the delivery date in 
the sealed original container

Available containers 400 ml spray can (12 x 400 ml)
5 l/20 l canister; 180 l drum

Hazard warnings Please request a safety data sheet.
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